KU anthropologist in documentary

John Hoopes, University of Kansas anthropologist and Maya scholar, will be featured in a National Geographic Channel special, "Maya Underworld: The Real Doomsday," premiering at 9 p.m. Monday, Dec. 3.
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Family's wealth can predict math achievement

Lower levels of wealth in a family may mean lower math scores for their children. New research from the University of Kansas is showing that wealth - a family's assets minus their liabilities - can predict their children's achievement in math.
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New MBA for working professionals

Kansas City professionals looking to advance their careers have an option tailored specifically to their needs as the University of Kansas School of Business announces its new Working Professional MBA program.
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Enjoy special holiday programs

KPR in December is full of gifts for listeners: special programs that celebrate the festive holiday season.
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Set for NCAA volleyball tourney

The No. 11 overall seeded Kansas volleyball team will welcome the Vikings of Cleveland State to Allen Fieldhouse for the first round of the NCAA volleyball tournament, Friday at 6:30 p.m.
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